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BRANCHING DEGREES ABOVE LOW DEGREES

BY

PETER A. FEJER1

Abstract. In this paper, we investigate the location of the branching degrees within

the recursively enumerable (r.e.) degrees. We show that there is a branching degree

below any given nonzero r.e. degree and, using a new branching degree construction

and a technique of Robinson, that there is a branching degree above any given low

r.e. degree. Our results extend work of Shoenfield and Soare and Lachlan on the

generalized nondiamond question and show that the branching degrees form an

automorphism base for the r.e. degrees.

1. Introduction. In [1] we began a program of taking certain natural and important

definable subclasses of the recursively enumerable (r.e.) degrees and studying their

relation to the r.e. degrees as a whole. Our hope is that this program will tend to

illuminate uniformities in the structure of the r.e. degrees, just as early work in the

field (e.g. the Sacks' Splitting and Density Theorems) did, rather than demonstrate

pathological aspects of the structure.

In [1], the particular class of r.e. degrees considered was the nonbranching degrees.

We were able to obtain a strong uniformity result there, namely, that the nonbranch-

ing degrees are dense in the r.e. degrees. In the present paper we consider the

branching degrees, the class complementary to the nonbranching degrees, and give

certain uniformity results concerning this class of degrees. The techniques involved

are more complicated than those required in [1]. Before describing our results, we

give the definition and discuss previous results concerning branching degrees.

Definition 1.1. An r.e. degree is branching if it is the infimum of two incompara-

ble r.e. degrees.

As shown in [1], a result of Lachlan [2, Lemma 18] easily implies that in Definition

1.1 it does not matter if infima are taken with respect to all degrees or with respect

to just the r.e. degrees.

The first result concerning branching degrees was the proof, obtained indepen-

dently by Lachlan [2] and Yates [14], that 0 is a branching degree. (A pair of

nonzero r.e. degrees which has infimum 0 is called a minimal pair.) This minimal

pair result confirmed a conjecture of Sacks [6, p. 170, first ed.] and disproved a
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conjecture of Shoenfield [7] that the r.e. degrees satisfy a certain homogeneity

property. Lachlan, in the same paper [2], showed the existence of a nonzero

branching degree. Later results on embedding lattices into the r.e. degrees involve

constructions of branching degrees. For example, Thomason's proof [13] that the

countable atomless Boolean algebra can be embedded into the r.e. degrees is an

extension of the techniques which Lachlan used to show the existence of a nonzero

branching degree and this result shows that there are infinitely many branching

degrees.

In §2 we show how Lachlan's construction of a nonzero branching degree can be

used to show that below any given nonzero r.e. degree there is a nonzero branching

degree (Theorem 2.1). Further work with branching degrees seems to require more

complicated branching degree constructions. In §3 we introduce the new branching

degree construction which we need for later work by giving a new proof of the

answer to the generalized nondiamond question which was first obtained by Shoen-

field and Soare [9] and Lachlan [4] (Theorem 3.1). The construction involves a tree

of strategies as used by Lachlan in [3, 4]. In §4 we illustrate a technique of Robinson

for lifting a construction in the r.e. degrees above a given low r.e. degree by proving

a special case of the Robinson Splitting Theorem [5, Corollary 9]. In §5 we combine

techniques from §§3 and 4 to show that there is a branching degree above any given

low r.e. degree. In fact, we show (Theorem 5.1) that the diamond lattice can be

embedded into the r.e. degrees above any given low r.e. degree with top element

preserved, thereby extending the result of Shoenfield and Soare and Lachlan

mentioned above. Theorem 5.4 is a strengthened version of Theorem 5.1 which

allows us to conclude that the branching degreees form an automorphism base for

the r.e. degrees (Corollary 5.5) and that, given a nonzero, incomplete r.e. degree,

there is a branching degree incomparable with the given r.e. degree (Corollary 5.6).

The question of density for the branching degrees is open as is the question of

whether there is a branching degree above any given incomplete r.e. degree.2

We now fix some notations and conventions which are used throughout the paper.

A string is an element of 2<"J. If a G 2" we call n the length of a (lha = n). We write

G for inclusion and C for strict inclusion. A set is often identified with its

characteristic function, so if A is a set, A \ n is a string of length n and if a is a string,

it makes sense to write a C A.

By degree we mean Turing degree. The least upper bound of two degrees a and b

is called their join and is written a U b; the greatest lower bound of a and b, if it

exists, is called their inf and is written a n b.

Let (We)eeu he some standard enumeration of the r.e. sets and let [We s}e sSu be a

recursive collection of finite sets such that for all e and s, Wes Ç We s+x, and for all

e, We = UWes. In a construction involving We, we assume that the elements of

Wes — W^s-i are enumerated into We at the beginning of stage s, before any action

is taken for the construction. (Take We_x to be 0.) If the construction involves a

2Note added in proof. Theodore Slaman has recently informed us that, using the "monstrous" injury

technique, he has now shown that the branching degrees are dense in the r.e. degrees.
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given r.e. set A, then we assume an effective stage-by-stage enumeration of A with

new elements entering A only at the beginning of each stage and only finitely many

elements entering at any stage. Which effective enumeration of A we use generally

does not matter, but if we use in the construction of one-one effective enumeration

{as}s£ül of A, then we assume that as is the unique element which enters A at stage s.

Of course, if we are constructing the set A, then we may put new elements into A at

any time during a stage.

By a partial recursive functional E of n set variables, we mean an r.e. set of axioms

with no redundancy. An axiom consists of n strings a,,...,an of some common

length k, an argument x, and a value y; we assume that k > x. If the axiom belongs

to E and for each i, 1 < i<^n, a, C A,, then E(AX,... ,An; x) converges toy. We use

E(AX,... ,An; x)l to mean that E(^4,,... ,An; x) converges to some value. The length

of an axiom is the common length of the strings a,. By "no redundancy" we mean

that for any sets Ax,...,An and number x, at most one axiom in H applies to

Ax,...,An and x. We always denote partial recursive functionals by capital Greek

letters and their use functions by the corresponding small Greek letter. That is, if

E(Ax,...,An; x)l, there is a unique axiom in H applying to Ax,...,An and x and

Í(AX,... ,An; x) is the length of this axiom, which is > x. If E(AX,... ,An; x) does

not converge, then £(AX,.. .,An; x) = 0.

Let {^e}eeu and {<be}efEoj he effective listings of all partial recursive functionals of

one and two set variables respectively. Let (itI}fjeu be a recursive double array of

finite sets of axioms such that for all e and s, each axiom in <f'e s has length < s, and

ty Ç tye s+x, and, for all e, <fre = U^ s. In any construction involving <ffe, we

assume that the elements of <f'es — ̂ es x are enumerated into ^e at the beginning

of stage s, before any action is taken. (Let tye _, be 0.) We make similar conventions

for {$f)t£l) and for the other sequences of functionals which we define later.

When we refer, during a construction, to sets and functionals which are being

enumerated, we are actually referring to the finite sets and functionals consisting of

those elements and axioms so far enumerated. For example, if at some point in a

construction we say that ^fe(A; x) = 0, we mean that the functional consisting of

those axioms so far enumerated into <x'e when applied to the finite set consisting of

those numbers so far enumerated into A converges on x to 0. If we put [s] after an

expression involving sets and functionals being enumerated, then we are actually

referring to as much of those sets and functionals as has been enumerated at the

point in the construction just before stage s. Similarly, [s, t] after an expression refers

to the point in stage s just before substage / of stage s begins. After we have

completed the description of a construction, when we refer to sets or functionals

which were enumerated, we usually are referring to the final values. When there is a

possibility for confusion, we add [co] after an expression to emphasize that we are

referring to the final values.

Suppose that H is a partial recursive functional of n set variables and Ax,... ,An

are being constructed. If, at some point during the construction, E(Ax,...,An;x)l

and Ax U ■ ■ • UAn[ u does not later change, where u = Ç(A\,...,An; x), then the

computation is "correct," i.e., E(AX,... ,An; x){\tc] by the same computation.
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We use ' for the usual jump operation on sets and degrees. A set A is low if

A' =t 0', and a degree a is low if a' = 0'.

We let ( ):w2 -» w be some fixed recursive bijection and write (x, v) for

( )(x, y). If A and T? are sets, we define A © 7? to be {2x: x E A) U {2jt + 1:

x E B), so deg(^) U deg(Ti) = deg(^l ® B).

If a and t are strings, then we write a * t for a concatenated with t. If / = 0 or 1,

we let i also denote the string of length 1 whose value at 0 is i. We linearly order the

set of strings by saying that a < r if either a C t or else a(x) < t(x) where x is the

least number such that a(x) ¥= r(x).

We let 6îix he the finite set with canonical index x. If m is defined to be the largest

number satisfying some property and there are no such numbers, then we take m to

beO.

We denote the end of the proof of a theorem or corollary with the symbol ■. The

symbol D denotes the end of a construction or of the proof of a lemma to a

theorem.

2. Nonzero branching degrees below nonzero r.e. degrees. We now give the

Lachlan nonzero branching degree construction. In fact, we combine the construc-

tion with permitting to show that there is a nonzero branching degree below any

given nonzero r.e. degree. Our presentation of the basic construction is similar to

that of Soare [12]. We refer the reader to that paper for a clear discussion of the

motivation for the method of proof. Although the addition of permitting to the basic

nonzero branching degree construction of Lachlan is not difficult, the observation

that it can be done appears to be new.

Theorem 2.1. T/d is a nonzero r.e. degree, then there is a nonzero branching degree

c with c =£ d.

Proof. Let D he an r.e. set in d and let [ds}s(Eoi he an effective enumeration of D.

Let {(0°, ®l)}eeui he an effective enumeration of all pairs of partial recursive

functionals of two set variables. We construct r.e. sets A0, Ax, C with C <TD by

permitting,^, 4rC,/' = Oor l,anddeg(C) theinf of deg(^0 © C)anddeg(^, © C).

Then if c = deg(C), c is as desired. We wish to meet, for all e E u and i — 0 or 1,

the requirements

(2.1) Pi:%(C)^A„

(2.2) Pec:C^We,

(2.3) Ne: ®?(A0, C) = 9}(AytC) =f, /total -/<rC.

At any point in the construction we let

1(e) = max{x: (Vv < x)(&°(A0, C; y) = @l(Ax,C; v))}.

Just before stage s, we define, by induction on e, a restraint function r(e)[i] and

hence 7?(e)[i] = max{r(e')[s]: e' < e). Suppose that we have r(e')[s] for all e' < e,

so we have R(e)\s]. We call s e-maximal if

(Vt<s)[R(e)[t] =R(e)[s] -^ l(e)[t] < l(e)[s]]
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and we let /"(e)[i] be the maximum of

(i) those t < s such that R(e)[t] < R(e)[s], and

(ii) if s is not e-maximal, those t < s such that R(e)[t] = R(e)[s] and t is

e-maximal.

We will have for each e, liminfsR(e)[s] < oo, but in general limsupJT\(e)[i] = oo.

We will still be able to use permitting since numbers put into C are not subject to the

R(e) restraints.

Let {P„}n€:u be some effective listing of the T'J's and Pf's. During the construc-

tion, the Pn's are assigned followers which may later be canceled. During stage s we

say that P'e = Pn requires attention if no follower of P'e is in A, and either

(2.4) for some follower x of P'e,   x > R(n)[s] and %(C; x) = 0,

or

(2.5) for every follower x of P'e,    ^(C; x) — 0,

and we say that Pf requires attention if C n We= 0 and either

(2.6) for some follower x of PG,   x E We and ds < x,

or

(2.7) for every follower* of PG,   x E We.

We now give the construction.

Stage s. Find the least n such that Pn requires attention. (This n exists since if P'e

has no followers then P'e requires attention.) Cancel all followers of all P„, with

n' > n. If Pn is P'e and there is an x satisfying (2.4), take the least such x and put it

into A,; otherwise, appoint j to be a follower of Pn. If Pn is PG and (2.6) holds for

some x, put the least such x into C; otherwise, appoint i to be a follower of Pn. We

say that Pn receives attention at stage s.    D

Note that by cancellation if, at some point in the construction, x is a follower of

P„ and v is a follower of Pn, with x < y, then n =s n'.

Lemma 1. C <TD.

Proof. By permitting, i.e., if D\ x[s] - D\ x, then Cr x[s] - C\ x.    D

Lemma 2. For all n, liminf, R(n)[s] < oo.

Proof. For all s, R(0)[s] = 0, so lim inf^ T\(0)[s] = 0. Suppose that

liming Ä(n)[i] = w < oo. Let v he the greatest s such that R(n)[s] < w. Let 51 = {s:

R(n)[s] = w}. Then 5 is infinite. If there are infinitely many s E S such that s is

«-maximal, then for all such 5 which are > v,

R(n + l)[s] — max{R(n)[s],r(n)[s]} = max{H>, v].

If there are only finitely many s E S with s «-maximal, let s0 he the greatest such s.

Then for any s E S with s > v, s0, R(n + \)[s] = max{w, v, s0}. Hence the result

holds for n + 1.    D

Lemma 3. For each n, Pn is met and receives attention only finitely often.
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Proof. Suppose that the conclusion of the lemma holds for all n' < n. Let t0 he

the least stage t such that for no s > t does a Pn, with n' < n receive attention. Then

Pn has no followers just before stage t0; a follower appointed to Pn at a stage s* t0 is

never canceled; and if Pn requires attention at a stage > t0, then it receives attention

at that stage.

Suppose that Pn is Pe'. If Pn receives attention at a stage s > t0 at which (2.4) holds,

then the follower of P'e put into A, at stage s is never canceled, so P'e never later

requires attention, so P'e receives attention only finitely often; also, a computation

^(C; x) = 0 exists at stage s and is correct because any followers appointed at

stages > s will be too large to destroy the computation, all followers of Pn, with

n' > n are canceled at stage s, Pn does not put numbers into C, and no Pn, with

ri < n receives attention at a stage > s. Thus in this case Pn is met since ^4,(x)[w] =

1^0 = %(C; x)[u].

Suppose that P¡ receives attention infinitely often. Then if Pe' receives attention at

a stage 5 > t0, (2.4) fails, so P'e is appointed infinitely many followers. In particular,

at some stage jc0 > i0 with x0 > liming7<(«)[s], PJ receives attention, so xQ is

assigned as a follower of P'e and jc0 is never canceled. Let tx > jc0 be a stage at which

P'e receives attention. Then (2.5) holds at tx, so ¥e(C; x0)[tx + 1] = 0 and since

P„ = PJ receives attention at stage tx, this computation is correct, by the argument of

the preceding paragraph. Now take t2 > tx such that R(n)[t2] < x0. Then at stage

t2 > t0, no follower of Pe' is in A, (else that follower will never be canceled and PJ

receives attention only finitely often) and (2.4) holds through x0, so Pj requires

attention. But then P'e receives attention at stage t2 and (2.4) holds, a contradiction.

Thus Pj receives attention finitely often.

Suppose that P'e fails. Then at no stage s ^ t0 at which PJ receives attention does

(2.4) hold, so for no s > t0 is there a follower of Pj which is in A,. Since PJ receives

attention only finitely often, only finitely many followers of P'e are appointed at

stages 3* f0 and none of these followers is put into A,, so for each such follower x,

0 = A,(x)[co] = ^e(C; x)[u]. Take s > t0 such that P'e does not receive attention at

stage 5 and such that for all followers x of P'e appointed at or after stage r0,

^e(C; x)[s] — 0. Then P'e requires attention at stage s, so receives attention, a

contradiction. Thus P'e is met.

Now suppose that P„ is Pf. If Pf ever receives attention at a stage 5 such that (2.6)

holds at stage s, then C n We ¥= 0, so Pf is met and Pf never requires attention

after stage 5, so receives attention only finitely often.

Suppose that Pf receives attention infinitely often. Then each time Pf receives

attention (2.6) fails, so infinitely many followers are appointed to Pf. For each

follower x appointed to Pf after stage t0, x E We, else Pf does not receive attention

after x is appointed to follow Pf (since x is never canceled). Thus, given y, we can

effectively find a stage s > 10 such that for some follower x > y of PG appointed

after stage t0 and before stage s, x E We[s]. Now if, for s' > s, ds, < x, then at stage

s', C n H^ti'] = 0 (else PG receives attention only finitely often) and (2.6) holds

for x, so Pf requires attention at stage s' 3* r0, so receives attention and (2.6) holds,

a contradiction. Thus D\ x[s] = D\ x. But this procedure gives D recursive, a

contradiction. Hence Pf receives attention only finitely often.
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Now suppose that Pf fails. Then whenever Pf receives attention, (2.6) fails. Thus

for every follower x appointed to Pf, x E C = We. Take j s* /0 so large that Pf does

not receive attention at stage s and for every follower x ever appointed to Pf (there

are only finitely many such x), x E We[s]. Then C (\ We[s] = 0 (since C = We) so

Pf requires attention at stage s, so Pf receives attention at stage s, a contradiction.

Thus Pf is met.    D

Lemma 4. For each e, Ne is met.

Proof. Suppose that @°(A0,C) = @le(Ax,C) = f, f total. We show how to

compute/recursively in C. Let w = liming R(e)[s]. Take t0 such that

(2.8) s s*r0 -^R{e)[s] > w,

and

(2.9) s > t0,n =£ e -» Pn    does not receive attention at stage s.

Let S = [s: R(e)[s] = w], so 5 is infinite. We have lims/(e)[s] = oo, so there are

infinitely many e-maximal stages in S. (For each n, let sn be the least s E S such that

l(e)[s] > n. Then sn is e-maximal and as n runs over all integers, sn takes on

infinitely many values.) Given p, we compute f(p) recursively in C as follows. Find

a stage s > t0 with s E S, s is e-maximal, /(e)[s] >p, and, for some / = 0 or 1,

&'e(A¡, C; p)[s + 1] converges by a C-correct computation, i.e., C is correct through

the use Pe(A¡, C; p)[s + 1]. We claim that if q = Sl(A„ C; p)[s + 1], then q=f(p).

In fact we show that for all t > s, there is an m < t and an i — 0 or 1 such that

m E S, m is e-maximal, <d'e(A,,C; p)[t] = q by a C-correct computation and

0'e(A,, C; p)[t] «£ m. For f = j + 1 we have the claim. Suppose that the claim holds

for /. If the computation ®'e(A¡, C; p)[t] = q is not injured at stage t, then the result

holds for t + 1. Otherwise, since the computation is C-correct, a number <

0'e(A¡, C; p)[t] =£ m enters A, at stage t and destroys the C-correct computation.

Since t > 5 > i0, R(e)[t] > w. If R(e)[t] > w or if R(e)[t] = w and / is not e-maxi-

mal, then r(e)[t]> m, and, since t ^ t0, no Pn with n < e receives attention at stage

t, so no number < m could enter A, at stage t. Thus R(e)[t] = w (i.e., / E S) and t is

e-maximal. Hencep < /(e)[s] < l(e)[t], so a computation 0(!_'(^,_;, C; /?)[/] exists

and equals ®'e(A,, C; p)[t] — q. This computation is not injured at stage t, so exists

at the end of stage / and we claim that it is C-correct. For the number x which enters

A, at stage t is a follower of some P„. Any followers of Pn, with n' > n which exist at

the beginning of stage t are canceled at stage t. Followers of Pn are not put into C.

Any follower of a Pn, with n' < n which exists at the beginning of stage / is < x; but

then such a follower cannot be later put into C since by induction hypothesis C is

correct through x prior to stage t. Any followers appointed after stage t will be too

large to injure the computation. Thus the ®]~'(AX_,,C; p)[t + 1] computation is

C-correct, so the result holds for / + 1 with 1 — i in place of i and t the new

e-maximal stage in S. This establishes the lemma.    D

The theorem follows from the lemmas. Let c = deg(C). Then c *£ d by Lemma 1,

0 < c by Lemma 3, c is the inf of deg(^40 © C), deg(^4, © C) by Lemma 4, and

these latter two degrees are > c by Lemma 3.    ■
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3. A new branching degree construction. The delicate argument of Lemma 4 in the

previous theorem does not combine well with the injuries which result from trying to

code in a given incomplete r.e. degree into the branching degree c, even if the degree

being coded in is low. We present a new branching degree construction which we

will later use to show that there is a branching degree above any given low r.e.

degree. In the Lachlan branching degree construction, the minimal pair type

requirements Ne are met solely by negative restraint. (It is for this reason that they

have traditionally been called 7Ve.) In our new construction, the Ne's are met solely

by positive action.

In [2], Lachlan, in what has become known as the nondiamond theorem, showed

that if two incomparable r.e. degrees have join 0', then they do not have inf 0.

Lachlan asked if two incomparable r.e. degrees which join to 0' can have any degree

as their inf. This question, known as the generalized nondiamond question, was

answered affirmatively by Shoenfield and Soare [9] and, independently, Lachlan

proved a result (the Lachlan Splitting Theorem [4]) which as a corollary also gives an

affirmative answer to his earlier question. We introduce our new branching degree

construction by using it to give a new proof of this answer to Lachlan's question.

We wish to construct r.e. sets A0,AX and C to meet requirements P¿ and Ne, for all

e and for i = 0 or 1, given by (2.1) and (2.3). Let {P„}„ea) be some effective ordering

of the PJ's. We meet the Nfs as follows. When Q°(x) = @l(x) (we drop set

arguments during this discussion), we put down a marker Xex on some large number

not yet in C and set Aex to be 0°(x). Then if later in the construction neither &°(x)

nor ®le(x) gives the answer A^, we need to change our mind on Aex, so we put Xex

into C which frees us to later define a new value for Xex and set Aex equal to the new

common value 0°(x) = ©,!(*). If the Q°(x), ®l(x) values change again, we repeat

the process. The Nfs will be met as long as they face a finite amount of restraint.

To meet P'e we try a Friedberg-Muchnik type argument, i.e., Rn = P'e has a

diagonalization witness xn which is kept out of A, until ¥e(xn) ~ 0- When this

happens, we want to put xn into A, and hold C on the use of the computation. We

can let Rn cancel Ne, if e' > n, i.e., remove Xex markers which threaten to later go into

C to destroy the computation, but Rn still has to deal with the Xex markers with

e' < n which might harm the computation. The essential idea is that, although Rn

cannot keep such a Xex from entering C if it later wants to, Rn can do something to

keep Xex from ever wanting to go into C. The fact that Xex has a value means that at

least one of ®°(x),@l.(x) has a value. If R„ can restrain A0 U C or Ax U C

(whichever is appropriate) on the use, then the computation 0°(x) or 0J-(jc) will not

be destroyed and Xex will never want to enter C. The problem is that we are only

guaranteed convergence of one of 0°(x), ®](x) and this convergence may be

destroyed when Rn puts xn into A, to diagonalize, so Rn cannot keep Xex from

wanting to go into C. The solution is for R„ to make a guess about each Ne, with

e' < n. The guess is whether or not the apparent length of agreement between 0°

and 0j. will be unbounded. If not, then, if we require that new values of Xex he put

down only at "e'-maximal" stages, i.e., at stages at which there is a longer length of

agreement between 0f°, and ®le. than ever before, then Rn can simply ignore Xex
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markers since after some stage such numbers stop going into C. If, on the other

hand, there will be infinitely many e '-maximal stages, then Rn can wait for an

e'-maximal stage before acting. At such a stage, both &°(x) and ®l(x) converge for

all x for which Xex is defined. Thus Rn can put on restraint to protect the one of these

computations which its attack will not destroy and hence keep Ne, from wanting to

put Xex into C.

Thus Rn has 2" strategies, one for each string of length n. If 8n is the highest

priority strategy of length n which looks correct infinitely often, then {ô„}„Eu is a

path through 2<w, the Sn strategy for Rn wins Rn, and Sn acts only finitely often. The

overall requirement Rn, through its 2" strategies, may act infinitely often, but the

strategies for Rn which act infinitely often will be of lower priority than the correct

path through the tree of strategies, so will not interfere with strategy Sn,, even when

«'is > «. This tree of strategies technique was begun by Lachlan in his "monster"

paper [3]. Our tree of strategies is similar to that in [4].

At stage í we define inductively ßs in 2s such that for each « < s, ßs r « is the

strategy for Rn which looks correct at stage s. For e < s, we set ßs(e) = 0 iff s is an

e-maximal stage, i.e., iff for all t < s, if ß,\ e = ßs\ e, then l(e)[t] < l(e)[s] where

1(e) is as defined in the proof of Theorem 2.1. We want that if ßs(e) — 0 and Xex is

defined at stage s, then x < l(e)[s], so both ®°(x) and &]e(x) are defined. But for

some t < s with ß, 1 e ¥= ßs 1 e we could have had l(e)[t] very large so that Xex could

become defined for some x > l(e)[s]. To get around this problem, we let Ne build 2e

reductions A", one for each string a of length e + 1 which ends in a 0; Aa is played

at stage 5 only if a Q ßs. Then if s is e-maximal and XßJe+ ' is defined, we must have

x < l(e)[s] as we wanted. At stage s we may cancel any values of a" with

ßj e + 1 < a, so these reductions will not bother us.

We now turn to the detailed construction.

Theorem 3.1. There are r.e. degrees c, a0 and a, such that a0 and a, are

incomparable, c is the inf o/a0 and a,, and 0' is the join of a0 and ax.

Proof. We construct r.e. sets C, A0 and Ax and set c = deg(C), a, = deg(yi, © C),

i = 0 or 1. We wish to meet for all e E u and i = 0 or 1 requirements Ne and P'e

given by (2.3) and (2.1). Let {P„}„Ga) be some effective ordering of the Pe"s. For

each string a of length «, there is a strategy for Rn. We will identify a with this

strategy, so we will say "a requires (receives) attention" instead of "strategy a of Rn

requires (receives) attention." If lha = « and Rn is P'e, we write Aa for A„ tya for Sr",,

and \pa for \pe. Strategy a for Rn tries to win Rn by diagonalization on a number xa.

The value of xa may be canceled and redefined throughout the construction. For

each a of length e + 1 with a(e) = 0, there are markers X" and values A", for each

x, which may be assigned and canceled throughout the construction.

At any point in the construction we say that a requires attention if either

(3.1) x„ is undefined,

or

(3.2) xa is defined, xa £ Aa, and *a(C; xa) = 0.
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If, at some point in the construction, we have xa defined with xa E Aa and

^a(C; xa) does not converge to 0, then xa is canceled.

At any point in the construction we let, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1,

1(e) = max{x: (Vv < x)[e?(A0, C; y) = @l(Ax,C; y)]}

and (say we are in stage s) we define ß E 2" by induction on e by

ß(e) = 0~(yt)[(e<t<s) Aßt{ e = ß[ e ^ l(e)[t,2] </(e)],

where ß, is an element of 2' which is defined at stage t.

Let Tibe a complete r.e. set and let {&s}i(Ea) be a one-one recursive enumeration of

K. We now give the construction.

Stage s. Substage 1. For each a and x such that X"x is defined, if neither

0?ha-i(^O' C; x) nor ®\ha-x(Ax, C; x) converges to A", then enumerate A" into C

and cancel Xax and A". Repeat this process until for every À" which is defined, at

least one of 0ma-i(^o< C; x), Oma-i(^i> C; x) converges to A".

Let ßs be the current value of ß, restricted to s.

Substage 2. See if for any « < s, ßj « requires attention. If not, then substage 2 is

over. If so, take « minimal and set a — ßs r «. Then a receives attention at stage s. If

xa is undefined, then let xa he 2s + 1 and substage 2 is over. Otherwise, enumerate

xa into Aa, enumerate a restraint of priority a equal to s, and cancel all Xax, A" , and

xa, with a < a'.

Substage 3. For each e < s such that /8s(e) = 0, find the least p < l(e)[s, 2], if any,

such that @°(A0, C; p) - ®le(Ax, C; p) = q, say, and Xf'e+l is undefined and then

define A^re+1 to be a number larger than any used in the construction so far and

define Af'e+l = q.

Substage 4. Find the least a, if any, such that 2 • ks is < a restraint of priority a.

If this a exists, put 2 • ks into Aa. Otherwise, put 2 ■ ks into AQ.    □

Lemma 1. K<TA0®AX.

Proof. We have x G K ^2x E A0 U Ax.    D

For each s > n, ßj n is a string of length «. Since there are only 2" strings of

length «, we can define 8n to be the least string of length « which is equal to /? r « for

infinitely many s s= «. Furthermore, for all «,

(3-3) &&>&**-

To see (3.3), leta = 8n+x\n.lfs^n+ 1 and ßs r « + 1 = ô„+,, then ßj n = Ôn+, r

n = a. Since there are infinitely many s> n + I with TLr /j + 1 = S,I+1, S„ < a.

Conversely, if s > « + 1 and /Jv f « = 8n, then for some i = 0 or 1, ßs r « + 1 = 5n * j".

Hence there is a fixed i0 = 0 or 1 such that for infinitely many s > « + 1,

/8sr « + 1 = 8n * i0. Thus a * 8I1+X(n) = S„+1 < ô„ * i0. It follows that a < 8n, so

a = 8„, as desired.

Lemma 2. For each n, Rn is met and 8n receives attention only finitely often.

Proof. Assume that the result holds for all «' < «. Suppose that at stage s some a

with a < 8n, a C 8n receives attention. Then, by (3.3), a = rS„, with «' = lha < «, so
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by induction hypothesis there are only finitely many such s. Also, suppose that s 3* n

and at stage s some a with a< 8n, a c¿ 8n receives attention. Then, by construction,

a C ßs, so /? r « < 8n; but by definition of 8n there are only finitely many such s.

Thus, only finitely often does a strategy of higher priority than 8n receive attention,

so there is only finitely much restraint of priority < 8n put on during the construc-

tion. Let q be the largest such restraint.

Now also, if s > « and at stage s a value is assigned to X"m for some m and a with

a < 8n, a GL 8n, then a Ç ßs, so ßs\ « < 6„. Hence only finitely many numbers are

ever assigned to be Aam for some m and a with a < 8n, a GL 8n.

Thus we may take s0 3= « such that

(3.4) a < 8n, s 3s s0 -» a    does not receive attention at stage s,

.     . a < 8n, a (¿ S„ -» if x is ever assigned to be Aam for some m,

^ ' ' and x e C, then x E C[s0],

and

(3.6) tfr ?[*<>] = *r?.

Let /4S = i4,. Then it follows from (3.6) that at no stage s > s0 does 2 • ks enter ^4, _,•

if 2 • ks is < a restraint of priority 8„ which exists at substage 4 of stage 5.

Suppose that at some stage s > s0, 8n receives attention and xs is put into

As == A,. Then ^(C; x6 )[s, 2] = 0. We claim that this computation is correct. In

fact we show that Ax_, U CI s [s, 2] "= Ä[ 1¡ Ù Cl s which suffices to show the claim.

Suppose that w is the first number < s which enters Ax_, U C after substage 1 of

stage s, say w enters AX_,L) C at stage t 3= s s* s0. Then w is not 2 ■ k, since at

substage 2 of stage s a restraint of priority 8„ equal to s is enumerated. Suppose that

w = xa for some a. When xs is put into A, at stage s, we cancel xy for y > 8n and

any later values of xy will be > s, so we cannot have a > 8n. We rule out a = 8n

since no values of xs are put into Ax_, and a < 5„ is ruled out by (3.4) since xa put

into Ax_¡ at stage s' implies a receives attention at stage s'. Thus w = xa is

impossible. The only remaining possibility is w = Xam for some a and m. When xs is

put into A, at stage 5, we cancel Xam for all a > 8n and any later values of Aam will be

> s, so a > S„ is impossible. We cannot have a < ô„, a f¿ ô„ by (3.5), so we must

have a C 8n. Since w < s, Xam must have been assigned to w before stage s,

say at stage v < s where we must have a Ç TL(so lha < v) and m < l(lha — \)[v, 2],

Now a(lha - 1) = 0 and <x C S„ C ßs, so ßßha - 1) = «(lha - 1) = 0, i.e.,

Tj(lha - l)[j, 2] = 0. We have lha - 1 < v < s and ßv r lha - 1 = a r lha - 1 =

ßs\ lha — 1 = ß\ lha — l[s,2], so by definition of TJ(lha — 1) = 0 we must have

m < /(lha — l)[u, 2] < /(lha — l)[s, 2]. Thus, just prior to substage 2 of stage s, both

0iha-i(^o> C> w) anc^ 0lha-i(^i' C; w) converge to some number, say p. We must

have p = Aam[i,2], else at substage 1 of stage s, Xam would be canceled. But when

w = Xam is put into C at stage /, ®\hd-\(Ax_,, C; m) does not converge to p, so at

some point after substage 1 of stage s and before w is put into C a number < s has

entered Ax_¡ U C to destroy the computation @]Xiw¡_x(Ax_,,C; m)[s,2], This con-

tradicts choice of w. Thus w = Aam is ruled out and the claim is proved. But then,
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since s > s0 and ^S(C; xs )[s, 2] — 0 by a correct computation, x$ is not canceled at

a stage > s, so ô„ never requires attention at a stage > s, so ô„ receives attention only

finitely often.

If the case of the preceding paragraph fails to hold, so that if 8n receives attention

at a stage s > s0 then xs is not put into A, at stage s, then we again have that ô„

receives attention only finitely often. For suppose that at some stage t > s0, 8n

receives attention. Then xs is assigned a value at stage t and this value is not in A,

when xs is assigned to it, so, by our assumption, this value will never be put into A,.

But then, by (3.4), xs is never canceled from the value assigned to it at stage t, so no

new value will ever be assigned to xs . Thus again ô„ receives attention only finitely

often.

Finally, to see that Rn is met, since ô„ receives attention finitely often, xs is either

eventually permanently defined or eventually permanently undefined. Suppose that

the latter case holds. Then for some s> s0 with ô„ Ç ßs, xs is permanently

undefined by stage s. But then 8n requires attention, via (3.1), throughout stage s, so,

by (3.4), 8n receives attention at stage s and xs is assigned a value, a contradiction.

Thus xs is eventually permanently defined. If the final value xs [co] is in A,, then we

cannot have ^(C; xs [co]) = 1, else xs would be canceled and this value would not

be the final value of xs , so Rn is won on xÄ [co]. If xÄ [co] is not in A„ then we

cannot have ^S(C; xs [co]) = 0 else at some large enough stage s > s0 with 8n C ßs,

8n would require attention through (3.2) and xs [co] would be put into A„ a

contradiction, so again Rn is won on xs [co],    D

Lemma 3. For all e, Ne is met.

Proof. Suppose that &°(A0, C) - 9]e(Ax,C) = f, f total. Then we claim that

8e+x(e) — 0. To see this, let S = {s > e: ßste = 8e). Then S is infinite and

limjes l(e)[s, 2] = oo. Given n, let sn be the least s E S with l(e)[s, 2] > «. Then if

e =£ t < sn and ß, t e = ß r e[sn, 2] = ß r e — 8e, then t E S, so by definition of sn,

l(e)[t,2] < « < l(e)[sn,2], and hence, by definition of ß, ß(e)[sn,2] = 0. If sn > e,

then ßs(e) = ß(e)[sn, 2] — 0, so ßs 1 e + 1 = 8e * 0. As « runs over all integers, sn

takes on infinitely many values, so by (3.3), 8e+x = 8e * 0 and 8e+x(e) — 0.

As in the proof of Lemma 2, there is a stage s0 such that if í > s0 and a < 8e+,,

then a does not receive attention at stage s. Thus if a value of As¿/ ' is canceled at a

stage > s0, then AÄ^+I is put into C (for the first time) at that stage. Thus if each As^+I

comes to a final value, these final values can be found recursively in C and then the

corresponding final values of As^+I can be determined. Hence it only remains to

show that for each m, Xs^+l reaches a final value and that the corresponding final

value of As¿+' is/(m). Suppose that this holds for all m' < m. Then take sx s* s0 such

that

(3.7) m' < m -> A^t1    has obtained its final value prior to stage s,,

and

.     . l(e)[sx] > m and all the computations for 0°, 0] on numbers

^  ' <m existing just before stage sx are correct.
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If Xs¿y> is defined just prior to stage sx and A^+^j,] = f(m), then AÄ^+I will never be

canceled (by (3.8) and the fact that sx > sQ), as desired. If Xs¿yl[sx] is defined and

As¿+i[í,] ¥=f(m), then As^+1 is canceled at stage sx. If Xs¿y< is ever assigned a value at

a stage >i„ then at this stage, by (3.8), A8¿+l is set equal to f(m) and is never

canceled from this value. Hence we will be done if we can show that if As^+I is

undefined at some point during a stage s > sx, then it will later be defined. Let

s' > s, e + 1 be such that ßs,r e + 1 — 8e+x. If A*^+l is not yet defined, then we have

ßs,(e) = 0, m < l(e)[s', 2] (by (3.8)) and m is the least m' such that Xstf< = \£;te+ ' is

undefined (by (3.7)). Thus A^+l is defined at stage s', completing the proof.    D

Now by Lemma 1, a0 U a, = 0'; by Lemma 2, a0 and a, are > c; and by Lemma

3, a0 and a, inf to c, as desired.    ■

4. The Robinson technique. We would like to carry out the construction of

Theorem 3.1 above an arbitrary low r.e. degree. In [5], Robinson introduced a

technique for lifting a construction in the r.e. degrees above a given low r.e. degree.

We discuss the technique and then illustrate its use by proving a special case of the

Robinson Splitting Theorem.

Say D is a low r.e. set. Roughly speaking, Robinson discovered that there is an

oracle procedure for answering questions of the form "is 6Î)X Ç 73?" The oracle

procedure may give a false positive answer, but never a false negative answer. Under

certain conditions, the number of false positive answers is manageable. A typical

situation is where we have a strategy for requirement Rn which from time to time

sees an apparent computation 4>e(v4, D; x), where A is a set under construction, and

would like to make an attack if the computation is correct. The strategy can take

steps to ensure that the computation is A -correct, but needs the oracle procedure to

know whether 6¡)x Ç D where 6îix consists of those numbers < the use in the

computation which have not yet appeared in D. If the oracle procedure gives a

positive answer, an attack is made. The positive answer may turn out to be false, or a

higher priority strategy may force a number into A destroying the computation even

though the oracle procedure's positive answer was correct. If we ensure that the

latter case can happen only finitely often, then the former case can happen only

finitely often, and Rn is met. The result which gives us this oracle procedure is

contained in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. If D is an r.e. set, then D is low iff there is a recursive function f such

that for allj,

(4.1) Wj n (x: %QD} = Wf<J) n {x: % C D),

and

(4.2) Wj n {x:%CD} finite -* Wf{j) finite.

Proof. This result is similar to Theorem 2.7 of [11]. It can be obtained by

combining these two results from [11]: the characterization of low r.e. sets given just

prior to Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.6.    ■
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The theorem is used to give the oracle procedure in the following way. If Rn wants

to know whether or not 6DX Ç D, then x is enumerated into a set Wj (the recursion

theorem allows us to assume that for each n we know the r.e. index for the set of

characteristic indices about which Rn asks) and we look ahead in the enumeration of

D to see if a number in <f)x later appears in D while simultaneously looking for x in

W„j y By (4.1) one of these two searches must succeed. If the latter one succeeds

first, Rn makes an attack on the assumption that the computation is correct.

Equation (4.2) implies that if R„ asks about only finitely many öJL/s with tf)x Ç D,

then the oracle procedure can give only finitely many different false positive

answers.

We illustrate this technique by proving a result which is a weak form of our main

theorem, Theorem 5.1, and is also a special case of the Robinson Splitting Theorem

[5, Corollary 9], one of the original results obtained with the Robinson technique. In

this proof we show explicitly how the recursion theorem is used. In later proofs we

will use the recursion theorem implicitly and not give details.

Theorem 4.2. Let d be a low r.e. degree. Then there are incomparable r.e. degrees

a0 and a,, both s* d, such that a0 U a, = 0'.

Proof. Let D be an r.e. set in d. We construct r.e sets A0 and Ax and set

a, = deg(^4, © D). For each e E co and ¡' = 0 or 1 we have the requirement

(4.3) Rie:<S>e(Ax_l,D)^A,.

Let {7\„}„eü) be an effective listing of all the R'fs. We attempt to meet Rn by

diagonalization on a number xn. The value assigned to x„ may be defined, canceled,

and redefined throughout the construction.

During stage s we say that Rn = R'e requires attention if either

(4.4) x„ is undefined,

or

(4.5) x„ is defined, x„ £ A¡, and »„(¿i-i. D; xn) = 0.

If at some point in the construction x„ E A, and <J>e(Ax_,, D; xn) does not converge

to 0, then x„ is canceled.

Since D is low, there is a recursive function / satisfying (4.1) and (4.2). We give a

construction which depends on a parameter r. In the rth construction, we construct

a set of Qr which consists of those numbers («, x) where Rn asks about tyx. In the

rth construction, we proceed as if Qr = Wr. By the recursion theorem, for some

construction, say the r0th, this assumption will be true, and it is the r0th construction

which works. Let {«„}„<=„ be a uniformly recursive sequence of recursive functions

such that for all x, Wh¡(x) - {y: (n, v> E Wx).

Let K he an r.e. set of degree 0' and let {A:J}j6u be a one-one recursive

enumeration of K. We now give the construction.

Stage s. Substage 1. For each «, « *£ s, such that Rn requires attention, starting

with the least such and continuing in increasing order until either some Rn receives

attention or else no more «'s are left, proceed as follows. Let Rn he R'e. If (4.4) holds
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for «, then appoint 2s + 1 to be x„ and Rn receives attention. Otherwise, (4.5) holds.

Let 6ÙX = Dl ye(Ax_„ D; x„) and put («, x) into Qr. Begin looking ahead in the

enumeration of D for an element of tyx to appear in D and at the same time search

for x in Wfh ,ry (If neither search terminates, the construction peters out here.) If the

latter search terminates first, enumerate x„ into A„ enumerate a restraint of priority

« equal to 5 and cancel all xn, with «' > n; Rn receives attention. If the former search

terminates first, Rn does not receive attention; go on to the next «, if any.

Substage 2. Find the least « such that 2 • ks is < a restraint of priority «.If «

exists and Rn = R'e, put 2 • ks into A¡, Otherwise, put 2 • ks into A0.    D

The instructions for this construction depend uniformly on r. Hence there is a

recursive function g such that Qr = W ^ for all r. By the recursion theorem, there is

an r0 with W (r ) = Wr, so Qr — Wr. In the r0th construction, if («, x) is put into

Q   = W (so x E Whn(r¡¡)), then either 6ÙX ÇL D or else

x E WhJro) n {x: <&, Ç D) = Wfc^ n {x: % Ç D),

so x G W,h ,ry Thus the rQth construction never peters out. From now on we refer

only to the r0th construction.

Lemma 1. K «5 TA0 © A,.

Proof. We have x g K^2x e A0 U Ax.    D

Lemma 2. Por a// «, P„ receives attention only finitely often and is met.

Proof. Suppose that the result holds for all «' < n. Then there is only finitely

much restraint of priority < « put on during the construction. Let q be the largest

such restraint. Let s0 he such that

(4.6) s>s0,     ri < n -» Rn, does not receive attention at stages,

and

(4.7) K[q[s0]=K[q.

Let Rn he R'e. If xn is put into A, at a stage í s* s0, then all values of xn, with

«' > « are canceled and a restraint of priority « equal to s is enumerated, so by (4.6)

and (4.7), Ax_f s[s] = Ax_f s.

Now suppose that at some stage s > s0a number («, x) is put into Qro = Wro and

6SX C D. Then xn is put into A, at stage s and the computation $e(Ax_¡, D; xn) = 0

which exists at stage s is correct. Hence, by (4.6), x„ is never later canceled and Rn

never later requires attention, so no further numbers («, x') are put into Wr. Thus

wh„(ra) n ix- % Ç D) is finite, so, by (4.2), WfK(ro) is finite.

Suppose that xn is put into A, at stages sx and i2 with s2 > s, 3* i0. Then, fory = 1

or 2, at stage s¡, («, K-) is put into Wr where ^ Ç D[s -, 1] and ^ G Wfh (r y When

xn is put into /4(- at stage sx, there is a computation 4»e(y4,_,., 7); x„)[i|, 1] = 0. As

long as this computation remains, x„ is not canceled and Rn does not receive

attention. Since the computation is /!,_,-correct, before or at stage j2 a number in

6DV, must appear in D to destroy the computation. Since eD Ç D[s2,1], y2 ¥= yx.

Since W^^ (r ) is finite, it follows that for some /0 3* s0, xn is not put into A, at any
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stage t > t0. Now if Rn receives attention at a stage t > t0, (4.4) must hold, so xn is

appointed a new value. This new value is not in A, and will never be put in, so by

(4.6) x„ will never be canceled from this value, so Rn never later receives attention.

Hence Rn receives attention only finitely often.

If x„ is undefined just before some stage s > s0, n, then Rn requires attention, so

receives it and xn is assigned a value. Thus x„ has a final value. If the final value of

x„ is in A,, then we cannot have <¡>e(A]_¡, D; x„[co]) = 1, else x„ would be canceled

and x„[co] would not be the final value, so Rn is won on x„[co]. If x„[co] £ A,, then

we cannot have *¡>e(Al_¡, D; x„[co]) = 0 else at some large enough stage s 3* s0, Rn

would require attention via (4.5) and the number («, x) put into W would have

tyx Q D, since s is so large that the true computation holds at stage s, so x„[co] is put

into A,, a contradiction. Thus again Rn is won on x„[co],    D

The theorem follows from the lemmas. Let a, = deg(A, © D) for / = 0 or 1. Then

d < a0,a,. By Lemma 1, 0' < a0 U a, and by Lemma 2, a0 and a, are incomparable.

■

5. Branching degrees above low degrees. In this section we use the technique of

Robinson described in §4 to show that the construction of Theorem 3.1 can be

carried out above a given low r.e. degree. We thereby simultaneously show that there

is a branching degree above any given low r.e. degree and strengthen the positive

answer to the generalized nondiamond question given by Shoenfield and Soare, and

Lachlan.

Let d be a low r.e. degree and D be an r.e. set in d. We wish to show that there are

r.e. degrees c,a0, and a, with d < c, a0 and a, incomparable, c = a0 n a, and

0' = a0 U a,. We will construct r.e. sets C, A0 and Ax to meet, for all e E co and

/' = 0 or 1, requirements

(5.1) Ne: &?(A0, C, D) = ®l(Ax,C, D) =/, /total -/<rC,

(5.2) K:*e(C,D)*A„

where (0°, 0j> is an effective enumeration of all pairs of partial recursive function-

als of three set variables. We will then set

c = deg(C©Z>)     and   a, = deg(A, ® C ® D).

Let {P„}„eul be an effective listing of the R'fs.

We meet the Ne requirements as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, i.e., Ne works on 2e

reductions Aa, one for each string a with lha = e + 1 and <x(e) — 0. Also as in the

proof of Theorem 3.1 each Rn has 2" strategies, one for each string a with lha = «.

A strategy a attempts to win R lha by diagonalizing on a witness xa. In the proof of

Theorem 4.2, when Rn sees a computation on its witness x„ against which it wishes

to diagonalize, it uses its oracle procedure to ask whether D is correct through the

use in the computation. If the oracle procedure gives a positive answer an attack is

made; if the answer is negative, the computation can be ignored because it is not

correct. In the construction under discussion we define a set D which is a speeded-up

enumeration of D. If strategy a sees at stage s a computation ^e(C, D; xa) = 0
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'   '_X(AX_,,C, D; m) very large. Then,  even though D is correct on  the use

<pe(C, D; xa),   at   some  later   stage  a  number   < 6]hy'_x(Ax_,,C, D; m)  but   3*

against which it wishes to diagonalize (say RXba is R'e), it is not sufficient to ask the

oracle procedure if D is correct through the use in this computation. For there may

be a marker Aym, with y C a, whose value is less than the use <pe(C, D; xa), but with

6my

'lhy

<pe(C, D; xa) may enter D, thereby destroying the computation

®\hy'-\(AX-¡, C, D; m). Thep strategy y may have to put Xym into C and destroy the

computation against which a is trying to diagonalize. Thus when a wishes to

diagonalize at stage s, it asks the oracle procedure whether D is correct through j. If

the oracle procedure gives a positive answer, then an attack is made, while if the

answer is negative, then a number < s has entered D and we repeat the process,

using whatever strategies now look correct.

We now give the complete proof.

Theorem 5.1. If à is a low r.e. degree, then there are r.e. degrees c, a0, and a, such

that d =£ c, a0 and a, are incomparable, a0 n a, = c, and 0' = a0 U a,.

Proof. Let D he an r.e. set in d. We construct r.e. sets C, A0, and Ax. For each

e E co and i = 0 or 1 we wish to meet Ne and R'e as given by (5.1) and (5.2). Let

{P„}„eu be an effective listing of the R'fs. If RXha is R'e, we write $Q for <be, tpa for ye

and Aa for At. We have xa, Aam, Xam as discussed previously.

As usual, we assume that we are given some standard effective stage-by-stage

enumeration of D. In the course of the construction we define a set 73. The numbers

put into D are exactly those numbers which are in D, put in in the same order as

they appear in the standard enumeration of D. Substage 4 of the construction

ensures that "in the limit," i.e., at the end of the construction, D equals D, but, in

general, at a given point in the construction, the numbers which we have put into D

(by looking ahead in the enumeration of D) will not appear in D until a much later

stage. Thus D is the result of a "speeded-up" enumeration of D.

In our construction, substage 1 of stage s will be divided into a varying number of

subsubstages, each of which has two parts a and b. We write substage l.r.a or l.r.b

for parts a or b of subsubstage / of substage 1. We also let us he the last subsubstage

of substage 1 of stage s.

During stage s of the construction we define

1(e) = max{x: (Vy < x)[<ä°(A0,C, D; y) * 0^,^,73; y)]},

and we define inductively ß G 2" by

ß(e) = 0~(Vt)[(e^t<sAßlle = ßle) - l(e)[t, l.u,.h] < 1(e)],

where ß, is a string of length t defined at stage t.

At any point in the construction we say that a requires attention for R lha if either

(5.3) xa is undefined,

or

(5.4) xa is defined, xa G Aa and $a(C, D; xa) = 0.
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If at some point in the construction we have xa defined with xa E Aa and

í>a(C, D; xa) does not converge to 0, we cancel xa.

Since D is low, there is a recursive function / satisfying (4.1) and (4.2). From time

to time during the construction a strategy a for Plha wishes to know if 6Dx C 73, so

enumerates x into a set. We assume, by the recursion theorem, that for each a we

know the index ja such that Wj equals the set of canonical indices about which a

asks.

Let Tí be an r.e. set of degree 0' and let [ks}s£a be a one-one recursive

enumeration of K.

We now present the construction.

Stages. Substage I. Set t = 0.

Substage 1.1.a. For each a and « such that A" is defined, if neither

0rL-i(^o> C, D'< n) nor 0lha-i(/*i> C> D' n) converges to A", then enumerate A"

into C and cancel A" and A". Repeat this process until for every A" which is defined

at least one of&[\a_l(AQ, C, 73; n) and &\ha~](Ax, C, 73; «) converges to A".

Substage l./.b. Let ßs, be the current value of ß restricted to s. See if, for any

« < s, ßs ,\ « requires attention for Rn. If not, then substage 1 is over. If so, let « be

the least such and set a = ßs J n. If xa is undefined, let xa be 2s + 1; then a

receives attention at stage s for Rn and substage 1 is over. Otherwise, let 6Ùx = 73 r s,

enumerate x into W^, and then simultaneously enumerate new elements from 73 into

73 and search for x in W,(j ,. Either an element of 6i)x will appear in 73 or else

(f)x Ç 73, so x will appear in Wf(j y Stop the searches when one of these two events

occurs. If the former occurs first, increase t by 1 and begin subsubstage t. Otherwise,

enumerate xa into Aa, cancel all Xam, Aam and xa, with a < a', and enumerate a

restraint of priority a equal to s; a receives attention at stage s and substage 1 is

over.

Let us he the final subsubstage of substage 1, and let ßs = ßs u .

Substage 2. For each e < s such that ßs(e) = 0, find the least/? < l(e)[s, l.us.h], if

any, such that &°(A0, C, 73; p) = @¡(AX, C, D; p) = q, say, and Xf,e+l is unde-

fined and then define A^re+1 to be a number larger than any used in the construc-

tion so far and define Aßp°'e+ ' = q.

Substage 3. Find the least a, if any, such that 2 • ks is < a restraint of priority a.

If this a exists, put 2 • ks into Aa. Otherwise, put 2 • ks into A0.

Substage 4. Enumerate a new element from 73 into 73.    D

Note that if t is not the final subsubstage of substage 1 of stage s, then during

substage l./.b of stage s a number < s is enumerated into 73. Thus for each s, there

are only finitely many subsubstages in substage 1 of stage s.

Lemma 1. K *£ TA0 © A,.

Proof. We have x G K^2x E AQ U Ax.    D

For each «, let 8n he the least string of length « which is equal to ßj « for

infinitely many s 3* «. Then for all «, 8n Ç ôn+], as in the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Lemma 2. For all n, Rn is met and 8n receives attention only finitely often.
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Proof. Suppose that the result holds for «' < «. Let q he the largest restraint of

priority < 8n put on during the construction. Take s0 > « so large that (3.4), (3.5),

and (3.6) are satisfied. Let As he A,. Then, by (3.6), at no stage s> s0 does 2 • ks

enter Ax_tif 2 • ks is less than a restraint of priority 8n which exists at substage 3 of

stage s. Also

if s s* s0 and 8n C /?, then at substage l.us.b either 8n does

(5.5) not require attention for P„ or else o„ receives attention for

To see (5.5), note that at substage l.ws.b either no initial segment of ßs u = ßs

requires attention, so 8n does not require attention, or else some initial segment a of

ßs receives attention. In the latter case, if a C 8n, then a = ô„-, «' = lha < «, and this

contradicts (3.4). If a = 8n, then (5.5) holds. If o„ C a, then we must have 8n does not

require attention at substage l.us.h (else a would not receive attention), so again

(5.5) holds.

Now suppose that at stage s 3= s0, xs is put into As = A, at substage l.w5.b. Then

we claim that the first change in Ax_t,U C U 73 below s at or after substage \.us.h of

stage s is a change in T3. The proof is similar to the proof of the corresponding claim

in Lemma 2 of Theorem 3.1. Let w he the first number < í to enter Ax _, U C U D

at or after substage l.us.h of stage s, say w enters at stage t^s. We can rule out

w = 2 ■ k, since a restraint of priority 8n equal to s is enumerated at substage l.w5.b

of stage s. By cancellation and (3.4), w = xa for some a is ruled out. If w — Xam, then

by (3.5) and cancellation we have a £ 8n ç ßsu, so /l (lha — 1) = 0. Since w

equalled X"m before stage s, m < /(lha — l)[s, l.us.h], so both

©íL-ií^o.C. D; m)[s, l.us.h] and @\ha_x(Ax,C, D; m)[s,l.us.b] converge to a

common value, z say, and A^Js, l.ws.b] = z, so before w is put into C at stage t, a

number < 0¡hai_x(Ax_„ C, 73; m)[s, l.us.h] < s must enter Ax_, U C U 73. But then

w was not the first number < s to enter Ax_, U C U 73 at or after substage l.us.h of

stage s. Thus w must enter 73.

Next, suppose that at stage s > s0 a number x is put into Wjg and 6¡)x çz 73. Then

xs is put into A, at stage s and by the preceding paragraph and the fact that

6Î)X Ç 73, the computation $0(C, 73; xs )[s, l.us.h] = 0 is correct. Hence xs is never

canceled and ôn never later requires attention, so no further numbers are put into

Wh . Thus Wh  n (x: % C 73} is finite, so by (4.2), Wf(h } is finite.

Suppose that xs is put into A, at stages sx and s¿ with s2 > sx > s0. Then for r = 1

or 2, at stage sr, yr is put into Wjs where ^ C D[sr, \.us/h] and yr E W¡(j y After

xs is put into As^ at stage sx, as long as no element of 6íly¡ appears in 73, 8n does not

require attention for Rn, so 6\)v GL D[s2, l.us.h] and v, t^ v2. Since W^(. , is finite, it

follows that for some r0 > s0, x0 is not put into A, at a stage > t0. Hence if 8n

receives attention for Rn at a stage 3* f0, a value is appointed to xs at that stage.

This value is not in A, and will never be put in, so by (3.4), xs is never canceled

from this value, so 8„ never later receives attention. Thus ö„ receives attention only

finitely often.
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To see that Rn is met, note that if xs were eventually permanently undefined, then

8n would require attention through (5.3) cofinitely through the construction. Since

there are infinitely many s with ßs\ n = 8n, this would contradict (5.5), so xs has a

final value. If this final value is in A,, then we cannot have $S(C, 73; xs [co]) = 1,

else x0 would be canceled from its final value, so Rn is won on xs [co]. If this final

value is not in A,, then we cannot have $>S(C, 73; x8 [co]) = 0, else at some large

enough stage s with 8n Ç ßs, 8n would require attention throughout stage s by (5.4),

again contradicting (5.5). Thus Rn is won on xsJco],    □

Lemma 3. For all e, Ne is met.

Proof. The proof is virtually the same as the proof of Lemma 3 of Theorem 3.1.

D

The theorem follows from the lemmas, for if

c = deg(C©73)    and   a,■ = deg(Al. © C © 73)

for / = 0 or 1, then by Lemma 1, 0' = a0 U a,, by Lemma 2, a0 and a, are > c, and

by Lemma 3, a0 n a, = c.    ■

The "diamond lattice" is the four-element lattice with two incomparable elements.

As immediate corollaries of Theorem 5.1 we have

Corollary 5.2. If d is a low r.e. degree, then there is a branching degree c with

d<c.     ■

Corollary 5.3. The diamond lattice can be embedded into the r.e. degrees above

any given low r.e. degree, with greatest element preserved.    ■

Corollary 5.3 extends the result of Shoenfield and Soare, and Lachlan, giving a

positive answer to the generalized nondiamond question.

We would now like to strengthen Theorem 5.1 by adding avoiding a cone, i.e., in

the notation of that theorem, if b is a degree with b 4 d, then we would like to add

to the conclusion that b^c. With this strengthened theorem we can deduce that the

branching degrees form an automorphism base for the r.e. degrees and that, given an

incomplete, nonzero r.e. degree, there is a branching degree incomparable with the

given degree. If b 4 0', then b 4 c is automatic, so we may take b < 0'. Let B Eh.

Then by Shoenfield's Limit Lemma [8, p. 29], there is a recursive sequence of finite

sets [Bs}s£u which converges to B. When we refer to B during stage s, we mean Bs.

The usual avoiding the cone technique is that of Sacks negative restraint. For each e

we have the requirement

(5.6) Se:%(C, D)*B.

For the Sacks negative restraint technique to work, B must not be recursive in the

injury set to Se. The usual way to ensure this would be for the set put into C for sake

of any given Ne to be recursive in D. However, C itself can be recursive in the set put

into C for sake of a single Ne and in general D <TC. Hence the Sacks strategy

cannot be used without modification; nevertheless, the basic idea behind our

strategy is the same as that of the Sacks strategy.
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Each Se has 2e strategies, one for each string a of length e. Strategy a is played

when a looks like the correct guess; if lha = e and y is < the length of agreement

between B and $C(C, 73) at stage s, then strategy a wants to verify the computation

$e(C, T3; v) by asking the oracle procedure if 73 is correct through s. If a positive

answer is given, strategy a, through cancellation and restraint ensures that the

apparent computation $e(C, 73; y) is correct unless the oracle's answer is false. If Se

fails, then for every v a 73-correct computation <&e(C, 73; y) becomes verified by 8e

and then B *zTD, a contradiction. Here are the details.

Theorem 5.4. If d is a low r.e. degree and b ^ d, then there are r.e. degrees c, a0,

and a, with d < c, b 4 c, a0 and a, incomparable, a0 n a, = c, and a0 U a, =0'.

Proof. We indicate only the modifications which must be made to the proof of

Theorem 5.1. Let B Eh. We may assume b < 0' (else b ^ c is automatic) so there is

a recursive sequence {Bs}seu of finite sets converging to B. When we refer to B

during stage s, we mean Bs.

We have for each e requirement Se given by (5.6). Each string a of length e besides

being a strategy for Re is also a strategy for Se. We say that a requires (receives)

attention for Re (Se) if strategy a for Re (Se) requires (receives) attention. If a

requires (receives) attention for either Re or Se, then we say that a requires (receives)

attention. When a receives attention for Se, it does so through a certain number y.

At this time (a, v) becomes verified and a number is specified such that if C U 73

later changes below this number, then (a, y) becomes unverified; (a, y) remains

verified until such a change occurs.

At any point during the construction we let

lB(e) = max{x: (V>> < *)[*,(C, »; y) = B(y)]}

and we say that a requires attention for SXha if there is a y < /s(lha) with (a, y)

unverified.

From time to time during the construction a strategy a for SXha wants to know, for

sake of some y, if 6Î)X C D, so enumerates x into a set. We assume, by the recursion

theorem, that for each a and y we know the index U/^x such that Wv ̂  equals the

set of canonical indices about which strategy a for 5lha asks for sake of v.

The construction is identical to that of Theorem 5.1, except for substage l.í.b

which we give here.

Substage l.í.b. Let ßs t be the current value of ß restricted to s. See if for any

n < s, ßst\ n requires attention. If not, then substage 1 is over. If so, let « be the

least such and set a = ßs ,\ n. If a requires attention for Rn, then proceed as before.

Otherwise a requires attention for S^. Let v be the least number < lB(n) such that

(a, y) is unverified, and let siix = D\ s. Enumerate x into Wv and then simulta-

neously enumerate new elements from 73 into 73 and search for x in W„„ ,. Either

an element of 6vx will appear in 73 or else x will appear in Wfiv y Stop the searches

when one of these events occurs. If the former happens first, increase t by 1 and

begin subsubstage t. Otherwise declare (a, y) to be verified until C U 73 changes

below s, cancel all Aam, A"m and xa, with a < a', and enumerate a restraint of priority

a equal to s; a receives attention for S„ at stage s and substage 1 is over.    D
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Again, if t is not the final subsubstage of substage 1 of stage s, then a number < í

is enumerated into 73 during substage l.r.b of stage s, so for all s there are only

finitely many subsubstages in substage 1 of stage s.

Lemma 1. K*zTAQ®Ax.    D

Define 8n as before. Then for all «, 8n C 8n+x.

Lemma 2. For each n,

(i) Rn is met and 8n receives attention for Rn only finitely often, and

(ii) Sn is met and 8n receives attention for Sn only finitely often.

Proof. Suppose that the result holds for all «' < «. The proof of (i) is as before.

Assuming that (i) holds for «, we may take s0 > « such that (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6) are

satisfied and, in addition,

(5.7) s s* s0 -* 8n does not receive attention for Rn at stage s.

Corresponding to (5.5) we now have

.     , if 5 3î s0 and ô(I ç ßs, then at substage l.us.h either 8n does

not require attention for Sn or else 8n receives attention for Sn.

Let As = Ar Suppose that at stage s > s0, 8n receives attention for Sn through y.

Then we claim that the first change in Ax_t. U C U 73 below s at or after substage

l.Hj.b of stage 5 is a change in 73. The proof of this claim is as before.

Next suppose that for some y a number x with 6Í)X Ç 73 is put into Wv       at stage

s s* s0. Then (8n, v) is declared verified at stage s and 73 r s[s, l.us.h] = 731 i, so by

the previous claim C U 73f s[s, l.us.h] = C U 731 s. Hence (8n, y) remains verified

throughout the rest of the construction and no further numbers are put into Wc

It follows that

Wv       n (x: % G 73 }

is finite, so W,,„      . is finite for each y.

Suppose that ô„ receives attention for Sn through y at stages sx and s2 with

s2> sx > s0. Then for r — 1 or 2, at stage sr, xr is put into Wv where sùx C

D[sr, \.us ,b] and xr E Wf(v      y As long as no element of fyx appears in 73, (on, y)

remains verified, so tyx (¿ D[s2, l.us.h] and x, ^ x2. Since, for all y, Wf{v } is

finite, for all y, 8n receives attention for Sn through y only finitely often. Thus for

each y, (ô„, y) is either eventually permanently verified or eventually permanently

unverified.

Now suppose that Sn fails, so $n(C, 73) = B. Then we claim that for all >\ (8„, y)

is eventually permanently verified. Suppose not. Take y0 least such that (8n, y0) is

eventually permanently unverified. Let sx > s0 be such that

(5.9) (8n, y0) is permanently unverified by the beginning of stage j,,

(5.10) y < y0 — (8n, y) is permanently verified by the beginning of stage sx,

and

(5.11) y0 < lB(n) throughout all stages >yf.
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Let s > sx he such that ßs I « = ô„. Then by (5.9) and (5.11), 8n requires attention for

S„ throughout stage s, so by (5.8) 8n receives attention for Sn at stage s. By

(5.9)—(5.11), ô„ receives attention for Sn through y0 at stage s, contradicting (5.9).

This proves the claim.

Now let y he such that 8n does not receive attention for Sn through y prior to stage

s0 (this is true for almost all y). Then by the previous claim, at some stage s 3* s0, 8n

receives attention for S„ through v at stages and (tS„, y) remains verified throughout

the rest of the construction. Thus, given a 73 oracle and such a y, we may successfully

search for a stage s > s0 such that 8n receives attention for S„ through y at stage s

and 731 s[s, \.us.h] = D\ s. By an earlier claim we in fact have C U 731 s[s, l.tt,.b]

= C U 731 s so since $„(C, 73; y)l[s, l.us.h],

B(y) = $„(C, 73; y) = <D„(C, 73; y)[s,l.us.h],

where s was found effectively in 73. Thus B < T 73, contradicting b 4 d. Hence Sn is

met.

It remains to show that 8n receives attention for Sn only finitely often. Since Sn

holds, let p = ju/>'[->(®„(C, T3; p') = B(p'))]. Then (8n, p) is either eventually per-

manently verified or eventually permanently unverified. If (ô„, p) is eventually

permanently verified, then $„(C, T3; p)[oi]l=£ B(p), so throughout all sufficiently

large stages lB(n) = p. Thus for all sufficiently large s, if 8n receives attention for Sn

through y at stage s, then y < p. But we already know that for any fixed y, 8n

receives attention for Sn through y only finitely often, so in this case o„ receives

attention for Sn only finitely often. If (8n, p) is eventually permanently unverified,

then once (8n, p) is permanently unverified, 8n cannot receive attention for Sn

through any y > p. Hence again ô„ receives attention for Sn only finitely often and

the lemma is established.    D

Lemma 3. For all e, Ne is met.

Proof. The proof is exactly the same as that of Lemma 3 of Theorem 5.1.    D

The theorem follows from the lemmas. Let

c = deg(C © 73)    and   a, = deg{A, © C © D)

for / = 0 and 1. Then by Lemma 1, 0' = a0 U a,, by Lemma 2, a, > c for i = 0 and

1 and b 4 c, and by Lemma 3, c = a0 n a,.    ■

An automorphism of the r.e. degrees is a map 0 taking r.e. degrees to r.e. degrees

such that 0 is a bijection and for all r.e. degrees a and b, a < b <-» 0(a) *s 0(b). A set

S of r.e. degrees is called an automorphism base for the r.e. degrees if any two

automorphisms of the r.e. degrees which agree on S are necessarily the same

automorphism.

Corollary 5.5. The branching degrees are an automorphism base for the r.e.

degrees.

Proof. It is easily seen that a set S of r.e. degrees is an automorphism base for the

r.e. degrees iff the only automorphism of the r.e. degrees which fixes each element of

S is the identity map. By the Sacks Splitting Theorem, as given in [10], the low r.e.
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degrees generate the r.e. degrees under join, so form an automorphism base for the

r.e. degrees.

Suppose that 0 is an automorphism of the r.e. degrees which fixes each branching

degree. We want to show that 0 is the identity. It suffices to show that 0 fixes each

low r.e. degree. Suppose for a contradiction that for some low r.e. degree d,

0(d) # d. If 0(d) ^ d, let 0 = 0 and d = d.Jf 0(d) < d, then in fact 0(d) < d; take
0 = 0"' and d = 0(d). Then in either case, 0 is an automorphism of the r.e. degrees

which fixes each branching degree and d is a low r.e. degree such that 0(d) ^ d. By

Theorem 5.4, there is a branching degree c with d < c and 0(d) 4 c. Then 0(d) <

0(c) = c, giving the desired contradiction.    ■

Corollary 5.6. For each r.e. degree b with 0 < b < 0', there is a branching degree

c with b | c (i.e., b 4 c and c 4 b).

Proof. Since 0 < b < 0', there is a low r.e. degree d with b | d. (This fact follows,

nonuniformly in an r.e. index for a set in b, from the version of the Sacks Splitting

Theorem given in [10, Theorem 1.2 and Remark 4.5].) By Theorem 5.4, there is a

branching degree c with d < c and b 4 c- We must also have c^b, else d < c < b,

so b | c, as desired.    ■
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